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Longhopes has now been VERIFIED by the  

Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries (GFAS).  

 
The GFAS verification provides global recognition of Longhopes 

as a premier animal rescue.  The verification process required a        

rigorous peer-review of our operations including an onsite inspection 

of our facility, our records, our financial stability and our programs.  

 

We chose accreditation through the GFAS because accreditation is 

an important tool by which donors, supporters and grantors can       

distinguish legitimate animal sanctuaries from breeders, collectors, hoarders, petting-zoos, or    

animal owners who fraudulently abuse the non-profit tax system. 

 

We want our supporters to feel confident that their gifts 

will always be used to do the most good for the most 

number of donkeys. 

 

Longhopes is the only U.S. donkey shelter 

to pass GFAS verification. 

 

 

 

 
Longhopes is an example of the type of organization that 

not only does a wonderful job with the animals in their 

care, but they deeply care about how their organization is 

managed. 

          Jeannine Alexander 

 GFAS Deputy Director-Equine 

 

*Longhopes has filed all the required documentation for full 

 accreditation by the GFAS and expects the accreditation  

announcement this summer. 

Breaking News 



From the Top  BrASS                                     by CEO   Kathy Dean 

Although there are currently no equine slaughter plants in the United States, the push to return to equine 
slaughter is stronger than ever.  Proponents argue it will “create needed jobs.”  But everyone knows that the 
real motivation is to give breeders a place to have unwanted stock destroyed while still making a buck.  The 
Valley Meat Company is attempting to open an equine slaughter plant in Roswell, New Mexico.  If   
Valley Meats succeeds, many homeless donkeys in the Rocky Mountain region will never get to a rescue like 
Longhopes.   
 
The pro-slaughter interests also want shelters like Longhopes to close or go broke so they can prove that      
trying to save homeless equines is hopeless.  We know of over 600 homeless donkeys who thought being   
rescued was a pretty great thing!!! 
 
We were fortunate enough to buy additional land last year which allowed us to take in more donkeys AND 
WE HAVE TAKEN IN MORE DONKEYS.  As a result, our average monthly census has increased by       
almost 50% which means that our operating costs for food, medical expenses and barn staff have increased 
too.  Not only do we need more hay, but the cost increased by $60 a ton.   That means we need an extra 
$2,000 to buy a semi-truck load of hay.  These new prices may also be too high for some equine owners to 

keep their pets-that means more donkeys will be arriving at Longhopes this fall. 
 
Our latest rescues further suggest some disturbing trends.  The economic downturn  
finally collapsed many hoarders who had disguised themselves as “rescuers.”  We are 
also getting donkeys from would-be-rescuers who quickly became tired of the          
obligation they took on.   Sadly, the condition of the donkeys DECLINED  in the 
hands of the would-be-rescuers.  Consequently, we are seeing an unusual number of 
EMACIATED donkeys that need extra food.  The most frightening trend is the         
increase of donkeys for sale by backyard breeders who seem to be trying to replace lost 
wages off the backs of their animals.  It is a buyer–beware environment especially with 
Craigslist sellers.   

You know I do all I can to make Longhopes self-supporting, but we continue to need your support.      
                                                                                                                         Thank you.     

 

Open House! 

SAVE THIS DATE 
Our annual open house will be held at 66 N. Dutch Valley Road 

Saturday, September 15th from 1-5 p.m.   
We have lots of activities planned and of course plenty of donkey hugs! 

 

We will have a huge Silent Auction 

                           Raffles 

                            Door Prizes 

                            Refreshments 

                                   Donkey Rides 

                                  Tours 

                                   Donkey Souvenirs 

                                     to purchase 



Working for the donkeys 

ABOVE-We invested in some used tin siding for the inside of our Buckhouse Barn.  The tin makes it eas-

ier to clean the walls and it protects the walls from chewing.  We then set up an area so our vet, trimmers 

and trainers have a place out of the rain, sun and snow to work with the donkeys. 

 

BELOW– Thanks to the talents and hard labor of Alan Miller, our new north property now has a sliding 

gate to enclose the property.  This means the donkeys can safely graze at Longhopes North without risk of 

getting injured on the road. 

Many thanks to the Voorhees family (Doug, Valerie, Tyler and Morgan), James Clegg, Deb Hjelm,      

Charlotte Indeck, Rolf & Nicky Brustad and the Brown family (Willie, Hayden, Blake and Phil) for    

surprising Longhopes with a makeover of our training/obstacle course.  It’s a real beauty now and ready 

for a workout by our donkeys and volunteers.       

Extreme Makeover Donkey Style 



Available for Rent 

Our New Maintenance Shop 

Provides a unique setting for  

 

Graduations 

Wedding Receptions 

Birthday Parties 

Corporate Retreats 

 
Includes: 

Full kitchen, bathroom,  

Heat, cooling, lots of parking, tables 

chairs, and donkeys. 

 

Catering available. 

 

You plan a special event 

      You play  

      You enjoy  

      We’ll clean up. 

 

Call for further information 

(303) 644 5930 

NOT ON OUR WATCH 

The following was taken from the website of a new equine rescue in Colorado: 

 

We are available to provide assistance about any animal you adopt.  But please understand that, once ownership is       

transferred, the adoption is final. The animal is your  responsibility and cannot be returned to us. 

 

Contrary to the above policy, we know that even the best adoptions can end due to unforeseen financial, marital and health  

problems of the adopter.  Each year about 1% of our finalized adopted donkeys are returned to us.   

 

We don’t want the donkeys we previously rescued from neglect to suffer again when a human crisis occurs, so Longhopes 

serves as a permanent safety net for all the donkeys we adopt to new homes.  In fact, our adopters are contractually preclud-

ed from selling or giving the donkeys away without our consent.  

 

We are happy to report that all 63 of the donkeys that were returned to us have been  rehomed.  Below are a few examples 

of donkeys that needed our help more than once.  We couldn’t ignore their call. 



Become a volunteer 

What can we do for you? 

 

Let us do the bookkeeping.  Sign up for our annual donation 

receipt to be issued on December 31st or join our e-mail  

receipt program.*  It saves time, paper, printing, and postage. 
 

 

* We do not sell or rent the identity of our donors 

Make a donation  

to help us finish a 

new office, visitor 

center and gift shop.  

 What can you do to help us? 

 

Make a donation by cash, personal check, money order, 

PayPal, Network for Good or  

Call in a donation using a major credit card. 

For one year we need:  100,000 pounds of hay 

                                       90,000 pounds of minerals 

                                        4,000 pounds of bedding 

                                        7,500 pounds of grain    

              1,400 gallons of truck fuel            
                           

 

Become an adopter 



Adoption UpdatesAdoption Updates  

 

Statistics 

2012      Admissions   +    39 

              Adoptions     -     32 

         Current Census   61 

Which of the following is an acceptable weight gain for a healthy, well-fed donkey? 

 

#1   11 year old standard gelding gained 73 pounds in 1 year. 

 

#2   25 year old standard jennet gained 46 pounds in 6 months. 

 

#3    1 year old standard gelding gained 84 pounds in 1 year 

 

ANSWER:  ONLY #3 because #3 will continue to grow and develop until age 4. 

 An equine weight tape will help track your donkey’s waistline.  

Remember the 3 generation  

family of jennets we wanted to 

keep together?  We DID it. 

They got a great home in southern  

Colorado where they can roam 40 

acres all day in safety. 

Patience is a virtue!!! 

Cameron’s first adoption didn’t 

work out, but he and Gulliver   

found a new home where they  

can have lots of fun like young 

geldings enjoy when they are not 

helping their owner run his farm.   

Brothers –Trevor and Duke lost 

2 homes.  But it was for the best 

because now they now have a 

dream life watching over a herd 

of horses and cows on a       

beautiful ranch in southern     

Colorado.  The ranch has its own 

stream running through it. 

What do you do when you have a male and female 

donkey but your male donkey needs some “guy time?”   

You go back to Longhopes and adopt Tristan who 

loves everybody.  Tristan is a  three year old donkey 

who was discarded by his owner after a domestic      

dispute.  His curious and affectionate personality sold 

itself and made him the perfect choice to join this herd.  



We extend our ongoing Gra�tude to our Corporate Sponsor who believes in 

our mission and helps ensure we reach our goals 

 

Featured Donkeys for Adoption 
Many of our rescues have found new homes, BUT many others await their turn. 

Kipper and Reddy:  (right)  

Kipper is a handsome, brown 2 

year old standard gelding and 

Reddy is a confident, adorable 2 

year old grey mini-donkey.  

Both were saved from the  

feedlot.  They may look like an 

odd couple but these two young        

donkeys will provide you with 

hours of entertainment.    

Cutie Patootie!  Elmo (above) is a darling miniature donkey that is 11 

years old.  He doesn’t have a special friend at Longhopes.  Instead he gets 

along well with all the other miniature donkeys.  Elmo easily halters and leads and would make a 

great friend to another mini-donkey.  

Tippy and Auggie:  (left) Sweet, sweet, sweet!  This mother/son 

pair came from a neglectful home but quickly showed their kind 

and gentle nature.  Tippy is a 7 year old BLM born standard grey  

jennet.  Auggie is a 1 yr old small standard gelding.  They love  

attention and will stand for hours soaking up scratches and  

affection.  Both have good manners and are very healthy. 

Sidney and Sheldon:  (right)  These two mellow, adult 

geldings are like old friends.  Sidney, age 10, is a red roan 

gelding who never had a male buddy until he came to 

Longhopes.  Sheldon is an albino gelding age 14 who was 

confiscated from his owner on charges of neglect and 

placed at Longhopes at the request of the Denver Dumb 

Friends Harmony Horse Center.   These two geldings 

want no more drama in their lives and are ready to settle 

into a loving routine at a new home. 



DID YOU KNOW?    

In 2011 over 130,000 homeless U.S. 

equines were killed for overseas meat 

consumption at Canadian and  

Mexican meat plants. 

 

Donkey roping is still a rodeo sport.  

The donkey is shocked with a cattle 

prod if it refuses to run.  Then     

cowboys rope the head and leg to pull 

it to the ground and stretch it  

between 2 horses.  Injuries to the 

donkey are common. 

The Wondrous Donkey Foal                                      by Kathy Dean 

Sizzle weighed 55 pounds at birth and 

then gained about 3 pounds a day.  At 2 

weeks old she weighed 90 pounds.    

Donkey milk is not as plentiful as cow 

milk but it is rich. 

 

Within 6 hours of being born, Sizzle     

began walking up to humans for petting.  

The donkey foal’s curiosity for humans is 

why they were domesticated before horses  

almost 4000 years ago.  As with Sizzle, 

the foals can be very personable even if 

the mother is shy like Bebe. 

 

At 3 weeks old Sizzle is halter trained, 

leads and loves to be groomed, plays and 

walks into the feed room to help herself. 

WE do not breed and we do not sell donkeys for breeding.   

However, when a healthy foal is born to a rescued jennet -it is 

something exciting. 

 

Last month Sizzle was born to six year old Bebe who came to 

Longhopes because her owner sold her at a livestock auction 

where no one wanted her except the slaughterhouse broker.    

Bebe arrived with a jack foal on her side and we soon determined 

she was in foal again.  Bebe clearly had never been handled or 

gentled so we had to work fast  to gain her trust before Sizzle 

was born.  

 

A donkey is pregnant for 11-13 months.  Because we didn’t 

know when Bebe was bred, we spent many, many nights on   

maternity watch.  Usually a jennet gives birth about 4-5 a.m. to 

avoid the prime coyote hunting hours and get the foal up on its 

feet in daylight. 

 

A donkey foal is born with a good coat and its eyes open.         

Because a donkey is a prey animal, a donkey foal will stand and 

walk within minutes of being born.  Within hours it is running, 

jumping and kicking (a talent it will perfect with years of      

practice).   

 

Tiny whiskers on the mouth help the foal find the mothers teats 

so the foal can begin nursing within 40 minutes of birth. 

 

A donkey foal is very active and will race around to strengthen 

those long legs.  It will then nurse until it is full to be followed 

by an immediate nap. 

Sizzle– jennet foal—5 hours old  



Dear Miss Bliss, 
 
Ouch.  My front tootsie has been hurting me lately.  My 
two-legged mom has been scratching her head a lot.  I 
think that means she needs a new shampoo?  Anyway, 
can you tell me what is wrong with my foot and send me 
some ASS-pirin? 
 
Signed,  
Gimpy in Gainesville 
 
Dear Gimpy, 
 
I don’t think your human has a dandruff issue.  When a  
donkey is so lame on one leg that they can hardly walk, this 
worries the humans and the humans tries to figure out what 
is wrong.  Often it is what’s called an abscess.  An abscess is 
an infection inside the hoof.  It is particularly painful  
because the swelling is trapped inside the solid hoof wall.   
Sometimes a donkey will have a low grade fever with an   
abscess.   Looking at the hoof reveals nothing.  There is no 
puncture, no color change, and commonly no heat in the 
hoof wall.  Abscesses can be formed from hoof neglect or  
improper trimming, rich food or stress.  They also occur with sudden changes in weather 
from wet to dry.  The vet says (don’t tell her I was actually paying attention) that abscesses 
are the one condition that cannot be truly diagnosed until the donkey has begun recovering.   
 
Recovery may take a few days or a couple of weeks when the abscess breaks open (usually 
along the sole or the coronary band) and the intense pressure is relieved.   
 
The use of antibiotics is discouraged since that 
tends to prolong the infection, not cure it. 
 
My Longhopes’ mom (Kathy) has a trick she does 
for abscesses.  She usually wraps the affected 
hoof in a disposable baby diaper filled with a 
poultice made from a thick paste of sugar and be-
tadine solution.  The poultice draws out the infection.  There are inexpensive commercial 
poultices that do the same thing and can be purchased from the vet.  The baby diaper holds 
in the poultice and provides a cushioned slipper to ease the pain.  The wrap should be 
changed every couple of days until the donkey is putting full weight on the hoof again.   
 
I, of course, keep up with my pedicures at the spa and watch my figure.  An abscess would 
be very unbecoming to a donkey of my stature. 
 
 

 
 

Ask Miss Bliss 

What’s the difference between a hoarder and a rescuer?What’s the difference between a hoarder and a rescuer?What’s the difference between a hoarder and a rescuer?What’s the difference between a hoarder and a rescuer?    

ANSWER:  Rescuers WANT to run out of animals to save. 

                          Hoarders can’t live WITHOUT more animals to save. 



 

 

The Bureau of Land Management reports that as of February 2011 there 
were 5,500 feral burros on BLM managed rangelands in 10 Western states.  
Without birth control intervention, the population doubles every 4 years.  
The BLM has another 1,000 burros in holding facilities that were rounded 
up in 2011.  Another 300 burros are being removed from their range this 
summer in Arizona. 
 
Longhopes has taken in 104 feral donkeys.  Only 25% were adopted directly 
from the BLM.  The other 75% were owner surrendered or slaughterhouse 
bound. 

ASSine???? 
 

How does a donkey tell the weather?     With a burro meter. 

 

What does a donkey use when it is gardening?        A wheelburro 

 

What do donkeys look in the night sky for?     Ass teroids 

 

What does a donkey use in the rain?    An umburro la 

Annual Castle Rock Mule and Donkey Show 

WE WENT, WE COMPETED and WE WON  

several ribbons thanks to our great volunteers.  

 

 (RIGHT) Lisa Herickhoff and Luna . 

Outreach  AssistanceOutreach  AssistanceOutreach  AssistanceOutreach  Assistance    
 

Longhopes is the administrator of a 2nd castration 

assistance grant from the Colorado Unwanted Horse 

Alliance.  The goal of the grant is to encourage all 

jack owners and other rescue organizations to  

castrate jacks.  Fewer jacks means less reproduction  

Breeding= homelessness. 

SPREAD THE WORD 

 

Call or write us for details. 

Wish List 
Purina Equine Senior grain 

Grass hay 

Stackable chairs 

Gift cards for office supplies 

Folding tables 

Leafy alfalfa hay for our seniors 

Alfalfa pellets 

Being a Longhopes volunteer is a two-handed job, 

because the donkeys love to be scratched, petted 

and groomed.  But its worth it. 

Come out and join us. 
                                 (Above Eileen Mast with Bailey and Faith) 



Longhopes Donkey Shelter 

50 S. Dutch Valley Road 

Bennett, CO  80102 
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Who should we leave behind? 

 

 

Without your help, we can’t take in all the donkeys that need a safe haven.   We would have 

to make difficult choices like which one of these yearlings to leave behind at the feedlot to be 

sold for roping practice or slaughter.  Please help them by lending your support. 
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